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A. Introduction 

The vast majority of transactions in securities held with an intermediary take place 10.01 

in an international context. The notion of internationality is therefore defined in 
section B. 1he Hague Convention of 5 July 2006 on the Law Applicable to Certain 
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Rights in Respect of Securities Held with an lntermediary ('the Hague Securities 
Convention' or HSC) has been drafted to darify the law applicable to a situa
tion involving intermediaced securities. After a brief résumé of the hisrnry of the 
HSC in section C, section D defines the scope of the Convention's application. 
Section E examines the choice of law rule set out in the HSC, while section F 
deals with the other rules that may be taken into consideracion in order to find the 
applicable law. Section G discusses the factors that are not relevant to determin~ 
ing the applicable law. Section H deals with the protection of third-party rights, 
which may be compromised in case of a change of law or the opening of insol
vency proceedings. Section I examines the relationships between the HSC and the 
UNIDROIT Convention of 9 October 2009 on Substantive Rules for Intermediated 
Securities ('the Geneva Securities Convention' or GSC). Finally, section J analyses 
the main problems raised by the HSC from a European perspective, and possible 
ways forward. 

B. lnternationality of a Situation lnvolving 
lntermediated Securities 

10.02 The HSC applies when a situation involving intermediated securities is inter
national. The Convention refers to an autonomous notion of internationality by 
stating that there is an international situation in all cases rhat involve 'a choice 
between the laws of different States' (Article 3 HSC). 

10.03 ln other words, the applicable law is a debatable issue arising from the presence of 
one or several foreign elements. The situation is international, for example, if: an 
intermediary bas its registered office or domicile in another State; the securities 
account is maintained in another State; the issuing company has its registered 
office in another State or is subject to foreign law; the register of account holders 
is kept in another State; or the securities are held wich a central depository located 
in another State. The decisive factor in determining whether a situation is 'inter
national' is whether the foreign element creates some doubt as to which law should 
apply to a right in interrnediated securities. 

10.04 In practice, nearly all situations involving intermediated securities have a suffi.
dent foreign element causing them to fall within the scope of the HSC. It seldom 
occurs that intermediated securities issued by a company with a registered office in 
State A, held with a central depository in State A, are the subject of a transaction 
between two persons bath domiciled in State A, both of whose intermediaries are 
also located in State A and hold the securities account in State A. However, any 
situation other than this is 'international'. Furthermore, the mere designation of 
a foreign legal regime by the parties to an account agreement is sufficient to make 
the situation 'international'. 
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A situation involving intermediated securities may be domestic co begin with but 10.05 
become international when a certain event occurs. For example, granting a security 
interest in intermediated securities in favour of a person domiciled abroad intro-
duces a sufficiently foreign element to make the entire situation international. 

Any person participating in a transaction involving intermediated securities must 
therefore expect the HSC to apply at some time, by virtue of the appearance of a 

foreign element. 

C. History of the Hague Securities Convention 

(1) Object of the Hague Securities Convention 

The classic rules of private international law refer to the law of the place where 10.06 
the security is locaced (' lex rei sitae' or '!ex chartae sitae'). Wh ile rhis connecting 
factor is suited co a direct holding system based on the physical transfer of securi-

ties, it is inappropriate to an indirect holding system based on the immobilization 

and dematerialization of securities. Any attempt to apply this factor ta such a sys-
tem is likely to produce unexpected or even unmanageable results in practice. For 
example, in the context of a transaction involving a portfolio of securities located 

in different States, the idea of referring each security co the law of the place where 
it is located has the unfortunate effect of multiplying the applicable laws. If this 

factor is applied to the granting of a security interest in a securities account, it is 

in practice impossible for the beneficiary to fulfil the perfection requirements of 
all the laws applicable to all the securities. The development of an intermediated 

system for holding securities has therefore given rise to significant legal uncertainty 

in private international law. 

lt is in this context that an international review was launched early in 2000 under 10.07 

the aegis of the Hague Conference on Private International Law. lt followed a joint 

proposai by Australia, the UK, and the US to set up an international convention 
with a view ta establishing modern conB.ict rules reflecting the fact chat securities 

are now held, transferred, and pledged indirectly. Harmonizing the rules of private 

international law seemed to be the best way of guaranteeing legal certainty. 

The work of the Hague Conference was based on two guiding principles: on the 10.08 
one hand, the need to modernize the traditional conflict oflaws rules that exist in 

most States, and, on the other, ta set up a system of connecting factors that would 

guarantee legal predictability and thus provide legal certainty. Given the urgent 
needs of practitioners, the States rapidly reached an agreement, and the text of a 

new Hague Convention was adopted in December 2002.1 

1 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, lnt-1 to Int-15. 
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(2) Status of the Hague Securities Convention 

10.09 The HSC was signed jointly by Switzerlandand the US on 5 July2006. Switzerland 
was the first State to ratify the HSC, on 14 September 2009. It was followed by the 
Republic of Mauritius on 15 October 2009. No other Stace has signed or ratifi.ed 

the Convention yec. Since the HSC will enter into force after the deposit of three 
instruments of ratification, it has not yet entered into force. The HSC did, how

ever, enter into force for Switzerland on 1 January 2010, having been incorporated 
directly into the Swiss Private International Law Act (article 108c).2 

10.10 Within the European Union, ratification of the HSC has been postponed because 

the system of connecting factors relating to rights in securities held with an inter
mediary adopted in European law is different from the system finally adopted in 
the HSC. Whereas the Convention refers to the law designated by the parties to an 

account agreement, the European legislator chose to subject the rights in securities 

held with an intermediary to the law of the place where the securities account is 
located. 3 This connecting factor is based on the 'place of the relevant imermediary 

approach' (PRIMA) conflict rule, which was used as the basis for initial discussion 
during the process of drafting the HSC. lt refers to the place where the account 

holder's direct intermediary-described as the 'relevant intermediary'-main
tains the former's securities accoum. In the course of negotiations at The Hague, 

the PRIMA conflict rule was long retained as the principal connecting factor to be 

used for the purposes of the HSC. The formulation of this connecting factor gave 
rise ta numerous problems, however, arising from the practical difficulty of identi

fying the location of the relevant intermediary or of the securities accoum it main
tains for the accoum holder. It is not unusual for the various activities involved in 

maintaining a securities account to be dispersed among offices located in a num
ber of different States, or distributed among a number of sub-contractors located 

in different States. Moreover, the location of a securities account may easily be 

changed. The PRIMA confüct rule was not adopred ultimately because the nego
tiators considered chat it was too difficult-or even impossible-ta determine, in 

practice, the place where a securities account is located.4 The subjective, rather than 

the objective, approach has therefore been preferred in the HSC. 

10.11 Several States are currently debating a possible ratification of the HSC (for 

example, the US, Canada, Japan, and several Latin American States). However, the 

Geneva Securities Convention (GSC) is in competition with the HSC, for there is 
less need for confüct oflaw rules when national substantive laws are harmonized. 5 

2 Guillaume, 'Preliminary Remarks', 6.9-7.11. 
3 SeesJ(l). 
4 Goode et al., Explanatmy Report, Im-41 to lnt-46. Sec also paras 10.71-3. 
5 See s I. 
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D. Scope of the Hague Securities Convention 

The HSC applies to 'securities held with an intermediary'. The definition of this 10.12 

tenn has been given in rhe Convention for the first rime in a legal text (section 
D(l)). The HSC determines the law applicable to issues falling within its scope of 

application (section D(2)). Since the scope of the HSC is limited to determining 

the applicable law, it does not apply to questions relating to the competence of the 
authorities, nor to the recognition and enforcement of foreign decisions. lhese 

matters must be dealt with according to the private international law rules of each 
Stace. Furchermore, some issues are explîcidy excluded in order precisely to cir

cumscribe the scope of the HSC (section D (3)). 6 

(1) Definition of 'securities held with an intermediary' 

The HSC applies only to securities held with an intermediary. ln order for a secur- 10.13 

ity to be an 'inrermediared security', it must be entered into an indirect hold-

ing system by being credited to a securities account held with an intermediary. 

The account holder rnay be an investor or another financial intermediary, or the 
intermediary itself. The Convention is not applicable as long as a security is held 

directly; nor does it apply to cash. 

According to Article l(l)(f) HSC, 'securities held with an intermediary means 10.14 

the rights of an account holder resulting from a credit of securities to a securities 
account'. This definition gains in substance when read in the context of the other 
definitions in Article 1. Securities held with an intermediary are thus securities, 

that is, 'any shares, bonds or other financial instruments or assets (other than cash), 

or any right to such securities' (Article 1 (l)(a)), held with an intermediary, that is, 'a 
person that in the course of a business or other regular activity maintains securities 

accounts for others or both for others and for its own account and is acting in that 
capacity' (Article 1 (l)(c)). Central securities deposirories are intermediaries (Article 

1 (4)), as are banks, securities dealers, and other financial intermediaries that main-

tain securities accounts in the course of their business activity. By contrast, persons 
who act as registrars or transfer agents for an issuer of securities, as well as rhose 

who act purely as managers or administrators of securities accounts, are not inter

mediaries within the meaning of the HSC (Article 1(3)). 

(2) Issues falling within the scope of the Hague Securities Convention 

Article 2(1) HSC provides an exhaustive list of issues that fall within the scope of 10.15 

the HSC. This list is meant to include all issues in respect of rights in intermediated 

6 Sections D-H are inspired by Guillaume, 'Convention', 29-81 (Arts 1-11 HSC). 
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securities that are of praètical importance, irrespective of the way these issues are 
treated in the private international law rules of the States concerned. Often, the 

same matter falls under two different letters of the list in Article 2(1). lt is not 
necessary ta determine precisely which letter governs any particular matter. If it 
falls within at least one of the topics lisred, then the HSC applies. 7 

10.16 The law designated by the HSC applies to the following issues: 

(i) the legal nature and e:ffects against the intermediary and third parties of 

the rights resulting from a credit of securities to a securities account (Article 
2(1)(a)); 

(ii) the legal nature and eff ects against the intermediary and third parties of a 

disposition of intermediated securities (Article 2(l)(b)); 

(iii) the requirements for perfection of a disposition of intermediated securities 
(Article 2(l)(c)); 

(iv) the priority among competing rights (Article 2(l)(d)); 
(v) the obligations of an intermediary in cases where a competing right is 

invoked (Article 2(l)(e)); 

(vi) the requirements for the realization of an interest in an intermediated secur

ity (Article 2(l)(f)); and 
(vii) whether the disposition of an intermediated securiry extends to entitlement 

to dividends and other proceeds of that security (Article 2(1)(g)). 

10.17 The rights specified in Article 2(1) relate either to the intermediared security itself, 

or to its disposition. Within the context of the HSC, the disposition of a security 

held with an intermediary refers ta (i) any transfer of ride, whether outright or 
by way of securiry, and (ii) any gra-nt of a security interest, whether possessory or 

non-possessory (Article l(l)(h)). Its scope therefore includes sales and purchases of 
securities, repurchase agreements, sell/buy-back transfers, stock loans, and secur

ity interests. Non-possessory security interests that fall within the scope of the 

HSC are those that can be granted without crediting the securities to the collateral 
taker's securities account, simply by means of an agreement between the account 

holder and an intermediary that grants control over the securities to the collateral 

taker. A disposition of securities may refer either to the transfer of all or some of the 
securities in a securities account, or to the transfer of the securities account itself 

(Article 1(2)(a)). This may be done in favour of either the account holder or its inter
mediary (Article 1(2)(6)). A lien by operation oflaw in favour of an intermediary, 

such as a right of retention, is also considered a disposition within the meaning of 
the HSC (Article 1(2)(c)). 

10.18 The HSC applies whether or not the designated law is that of a contracting State 

(Article 9). The law designated by the HSC may be refused only if the effects of its 

7 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 2-9. 
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application would be manifestly contrary to the public policy of the forum (Article 
11(1)). Bearing in mind the adverb 'manifestly', the public policy exception can 
only be invoked, with reserve, in situations where the application of a foreign sub
stantive law rule would be diametrically opposed to the essential principles of the 
legal system of the forum. This limitation of the scope of public policy is intended 
co reinforce legal certainty.8 

(3) Issues excluded from the scope of the Hague Securities Convention 

Anything not induded in the list of Article 2(1) HSC is not governed by the law 10.19 
designated by the HSC. 

ln particular, the HSC does not apply to purely contractual or persona! rights 10.20 
(Article 2(3)(a) and (b)). These rights derive from the legal contractual status and 
are governed by the contract rules of the private international law of each State. 
All rights arising exclusively from the comractual relationship between an account 
holder and its intermediary (or between two intermediaries) fall outside the scope 
of the HSC. These indude, for example, matters relating to the degree of diligence 
expected of the intermediary in maintaining securities accounts; the contents and 
frequency of account statements; risks ofloss; securities prices; the date on which 
securities must be transferred against payment; and the consequences of a violation 
by one of the parties in the course of a disposition of securities or in payment for 
securities at maturity. Contractual rights between parties to a disposition of inter
mediated securities likewise do not fall within the scope of the HSC. 

The HSC does not apply to the rights and obligations of an issuer of securities, 10.21 
whether in relation to the holder of the securities or to any other person (Article 
2(3)(c)). These rights depend on the legal status of the issuing company and are 
governed by the law applicable to the latter in accordance with the private inter
national law rules of each State. The law applicable to the issuing company deter-
mines, for example, entitlement to income payments (for example, dividends or 
interest); the type of voting right attaching to securities; and the requirements with 

regard to granting free shares. 

The regulation of financial markets does not fall within the scope of the HSC. 9 The 10.22 

regulatory provisions relating to the issue or trading of securities as well as those 
relating to supervision of financial markets contained in the law of the forum are 
thus applicable regardless of the law designated by the HSC. Such mandatory pro-
visions of the forum, whose application is required regardless of the law designated 
by the HSC (in other words, 'internationally mandatory rules' or' lois d'application 
immédiate'), are expressly reserved at Article 11(2). Among the forum laws that 

8 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 11-6. 
9 Sigman andBernasconi, 'Myths', esp. 31-2. 
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could apply on grounds of public policy are also its regulations on the prevention of 
financial crime and money laundering, including the degree of diligence required 
of financial intermediaries; tax rules; and rules intended to safeguard banking 
secrecy. 

E. Choice of Law as the Primary Rule 

10. 23 The HSC refers primarily ta the cho ice of applicable law by the parties to an account 
agreement (section E(l)). This subjective connecting factor has the great advantage 
of avoiding the need to localize a securities account held with an intermediary 
in order to determine the law applicable to the rights arising from a credit to the 
account. However, the parties to an account agreement have only limited freedorn 
to choose the law applicable to issues falling within the scope of the HSC. Such a 
choice is valid only if the intermediary has a qualifying office in the State whose law 
has been designated by the parties (section E(2)). 

10.24 When a transaction in intermediated securities involves a chain of intermediaries, 
the applicable law is not determined globally for the entire chain. It is designated 
separately for each securities account. The HSC does not permit the designation 
of a single law to govem all matters falling within its scope in respect of ail the 
securities accounts maintained by the intermediaries located between the investor 
and the issuing company. A single transaction (for example, the acquisition of 
securities) may thus be governed by different laws at each level in the chain of inter
mediaries.10 Even if a single intermediary performs the transaction by debiting and 
crediting two or more securities accounts that it maintains for differenr investors, 
it is still possible-if only in theory-for a different law to apply to each securities 
account. 

(1) Law designated by the parties to an account agreement 

10.25 The law applicable to rights in intermediated securities is the law designated by the 
account holder and its direct intermediary by means of an express electio juris in the 
account agreement between them (Article 4(1) first sentence HSC). 

10.26 The account holder's direct intermediary, which rnaintains its securities account, 
is deemed to be the 'relevant intermediary' (Article l(l)(g)). The word 'relevant' 
highlights the fact that this intermediary is decisive in defining the connecting 
factor. The intermediary that main tains a securities account is always the relevant 
intermediary in respect of chat account. This is true even if a disposition of secur
ities is made in its favour (Article 4(3)). 

10 Go ode et al., Explanatory Report, 4-43 to 4-51. 
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To be valid pursuant to the HSC, the choice oflaw must be explicit. It cannot 10.27 
derive implicitly from the provisions of the account agreement or from external cir
cumstances. It may be contained in the accounc agreement in the broader sense: it 
mayappear in an annex, such as terms and conditions.11 AlthoughArticle 4(1) does 
not require the choice oflaw to be made in writing, it is difficult to imagine a situ-

ation in which it could validly be made orally. 

The choice oflaw may be either (i) general, in which case it applies to all legal rela- 10.28 
tionships between the parties, including issues falling within the scope of the HSC, 

or (ii) specific, applying only to issues fallingwithin the scope of the HSC. The law 
applicable to issues falling within the scope of the HSC is therefore not necessarily 

the same as chat governing other aspects of the legal relationship between the par-
ties to the account agreement. The parties can choose the law of Stace A for their 

contractual relationships and the law of State B for issues specified in Article 2(1). 
The choice of law governing the parties' contractual relationships must comply 

with the private international law rules of the forum if it is to be valid. If the par-
ties have chosen a single applicable law without specifying a different law to govern 
issues fallingwithin the scope of the HSC, then that law also applies automatically 
to these issues. In such a case, the choice oflaw must, ifit is to be va:lid, comply not 

only with the HSC requirements but also with chose of the private international 

law rules of the forum. 

A single law governs all legal issues specified in Article 2(1) relating to intermedi- 10.29 
aced securities chat are credited to a particular securities account. The applicable 

law cannot be fragmented by stipulating chat a different law shall apply to some of 

the issues specifi.ed in Article 2(1).12 

(2) Requirement of qualifying office 

The parties to an account agreement cannot choose just any law. The choice oflaw 10.30 
is valid only if the intermediary has a qualifying office in the Stace whose law has 

been designared by the parties (Article 4(1) second sentence HSC). 

An intermediary is deemed to have an 'office' at any place ofbusiness in which any 10.31 
ofits activities are carried on (Article l(l)(j)). Therefore, it has an office at any place 
in which it has a registered office, branch, or agency. A place of business which is 

intended to be merely temporary or a place of business of any person other than 
the intermediary is not an office within the meaning of the HSC (Article l(l)(j) 

in fine). The place of business of a subsidiary or another company belonging to the 

intermediary's group is thus not an 'office' as defined in the HSC.13 

11 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 4-18. 
12 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 4-10. 
13 Goodeetal.,ExplanatoryReport, 1-25. 
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10. 32 An intermediary has a 'q ualifying office' if it has an office in the State whose law has 

been designared in the account agreement and this office is either (i) engaged in a 

business or orher regular activity relating to the maintenance of securities accounts 

(Article 4(1)(a)), or (ii) identified as holding securities accounts in that State by an 

account number, bank code, or other speci:fic means of identification (Article 4(1) 

(b)). ln any event, an office will not be deemed to be a qua lifying office if it engages 

only in limited acrivities related to the maintenance of securities accounts (for 

example, processing electronic data or operating a call centre) in the State whose 

law has been chosen in the account agreement (Article 4(2)(a)-(c)). Moreover, an 

office chat engages solely in representational or administrative fonctions and does 

not have authority to enter into an account agreement cannot be deemed a qualify

ing office (Article 4(2)(d)). 

10.33 An intermediary's qualifying office need not necessarily maintain the securities 

account in respect of which a question arises. The choice oflaw is valid as long as the 

intermediary has an office chat engages in an activity relating to the maintenance of 
securities accounts in the State whose law has been chosen.14 The securities account 

in respect of which a question is raised may therefore be held by any other office of the 

intermediary or even by one or more sub-contractors, regardless of their locations. 

For example, if the parties to an account agreement have chosen the law of State B 

for issues wirhin the scope of the HSC, this choice is valid if the intermediary has an 

office in State B, even ifthe securities account in question is held partly in State C by 
another office of the intermediary and partly in State D by one ofits sub-contractors. 

10.34 The qualifying office requirement must be fulfilled at the rime the choice oflaw 

is agreed (Article 4(1) second sentence). This is generally at the same cime as the 

account agreement is entered into. If the intermediary has no qualifying office in 

the State whose law has been chosen by the parties ac that time, the choice of law 

is not valid. ln such a case, the Law applicable to rights in intermediated securities 

credited to the account in question must be determined pursuant to Article 5.15 If 
the intermediary later sets up a qualifying office in the State whose law is desig

nated in the account agreement, rhis does not remedy the initial defect. ln such a 

case, the choice of law must be made afresh in the account agreement, or at least 

the existing choice of law clause must be expressly confirmed if the choice of law 

is thenceforth to be valid .16 Conversely, if ac the rime the choice of law was agreed 

the intermediary had a qualifying office in the State whose lawwas chosen, but this 

office lacer ceases to be a qualifying one, the choice oflaw remains valid. 

10.35 The qualifying office requirement is intended to prevent parties from choosing a 

law solely for the advantages it offers chem. lt must be acknowledged, however, 

14 Goode et al., Expianatory Report, 4-23. 
15 Sees F. 
16 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 4-27. 
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that this requirement can very easily be fulfilled by the intermediary, the more so 
because it is not necessary for the securities account to be held by the qualifying 
office. Since it is unlikely that any privace investor will be in a position to oppose a 
choice oflaw proposed by its direct intermediary, the latter bas a degree of freedom 
to choose the law chat besc serves its interests in its relationships with investors. 
However, the power relationship may be reversed in the case of institutional invest
ors. Such investors are in a becter position to impose the law of their choice on their 
intermediary, for example, in order to subject all their transactions to the same law. 
Likewise, in the context of relationships between cwo finandal intermediaries, the 
intermediary chat holds the securities account on behalf of the other imermediary 
is not necessarily the one chat is in a position to impose the applicable law. 

The qualifying office requirement is the only limitation to the freedom of the par- 10.36 

t ies to an accoun t agreement to choose the applicable law to issues fal ling within the 
scope of the HSC. To a certain extent the qualifying office requirement addresses 
the risk of fraud. Therefore, it should not be possible ro invoke fraud as grounds 
for invalidating the choice oflaw made by the parties to an account agreement.17 
However, the intermediary may be forced to choose a specific law by regulatory 
provisions; 18 it may even be a precondition to participation in a system. Such regu-
lacory provisions would apply on grounds of public policy (Article 11(2)). 

F. Fall-back Rules 

The choice oflaw rule is supplemented by a cascade of fall-backrules that apply in 10.37 

the event that (i) the parties have not designated the applicable law in their account 
agreement, or (ii) the choice oflaw is not valid (Article 5 HSC). The fall-back rules 
provided in Article 5 are objective rules based on the PRIMA connecting factor, 
which refers to the place where the account holder' s direct intermediary-described 
as the 'relevant intermediary'-maintains the former's securities account.19 More 
precisely, it refers to the law of the place where the intermediary has an office (sec-
tion F(l)), the law under which it is incorporated or otherwise organized (section 
F(2)), or the law of the place where it has its principal place of business (section 
F(3)). The decisive moment is the time the account agreement was entered into, or 
the time the securities account was opened if there is no account agreement. 

The fall-back rules are of only marginal importance, since cases where there has 10.38 

been no choice of law or no valid choice of law are rare in practice. The main case 
where a choice of law is not valid is where the direct intermediary did not have an 

17 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 3-10 and 11-5. 
18 Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 32. 
19 See para 10.10, 
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office in the State whose law was chosen by the parties at the time the choice oflaw 
was made (ie, it did not comply with the qualifying office requirement). 20 

(1) Law of the place of the relevant intermediary's office 

10.39 The first fall-back rule designates the law in force in the Statewhere the office of the 
relevant intermediary, which has unambiguously entered into a written account 
agreement, is locaced (Article 5(1) HSC). In order for this fall-back rule to apply, 
the account agreement must expressly state that it has been entered into through a 

particular office. Moreover, this office mu.sr be a qualifying office within the mean

ing of Article 4 HSC. 

(2) Law under which the relevant intermediary is 
incorporated or otherwise organized 

10 .40 The second fall-back rule design a tes the law in force in the State under whose law the 
relevant intermediary is incorporated or otherwise organized (Article 5(2) HSC). 
This rule is subsidiary to the preceding one, meaning rhac it can only be invoked if 
the office through which the account agreement was entered inro cannot be deter
mined with certainty, or if there was no qualifying office within the meaning of 
Article 4 HSC. It applies, of course, only ro inrermediaries that are companies. 

(3) Law of the relevant intermediary's principal place of business 

10.41 The third fall-back rule designares the law of the State in which the relevant inter
mediary has its principal place of business (Article 5(3) HSC). This rule is sub
sidiary ro the two preceding ones. Thus, it can only be invoked if the relevant 
intermediary has not been validly incorporaced or otherwise organized. However, 
as a matter of fact, it is difficult to imagine that a company could be considered an 
intermediary wichout being validly incorporated or organized in accordance with 
the law of a State. Arguably, even if this last fall-back rule has been clearly drawn 
up for companies, it should only be applied to intermediaries that are individuals. 

In practice, rherefore, the rule should not often apply. 

G. Factors to be Disregarded When 
Determining the Applicable Law 

10.42 Article6 HSC supplementsArticles 4 and 5 bydrawingup anegative listofconnect
ing factors that are to be disregarded when determining the law applicable to rights 
in intermediated securities. This provision is intended unambiguously to exclude 
ail connecting factors traditionally applied to determining the law applicable to 

20 See s E(2). 
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securities held within a direct holding system. 21 The irrelevance of these criteria is 
already apparent from an a contrario interpretation of Articles 4 and 5. 

The law applicable to the matters specified in Article 2(1) cannot be determined 10.43 
with regard (i) to the place where the issuing company is incorporated, otherwise 
organized, or has its statucory seat, registered office, or principal place of business, 
or (ii) to the place where rhe securities are located, or (iii) to rhe place where a reg-
ister ofholders of securities maintained by or on behalf of the issuing company is 
located (Article 6(a)-(c)). Furthermore, onlyrhe account holder's direct intermedi-
ary is decisive in determining the applicable law (Article 6(d)). lt is not possible to 
take account of another intermediary in the chain. ln particular, the applicable law 
cannor be found by treating the direct intermediary as transparent and referring ta 
another higher-level intermediary, or by referring directly to the issuing company. 
The so-called 'look-through approach' is not applicable. 22 

H. Third-party Rights 

The system of connecting factors of the HSC is centred on the specific relationship 10.44 

between an account holder and the direct intermediary that maintains its securi-
ties account. These two persons may choose which law shall apply ro their rig~~s in 
the intermediated securities credited to the account (Article 4 HSC). This choice 
oflaw will nevertheless affect the rights of rhird parties. The chosen law will apply 
ro the rights of any other person (for example, a creditor) in the same intermedi-
ated securities (Article 2(1)). For ex:ample, the requirements for perfection of a 
disposition of intermediated securities, as well as priority among competing rights, 
are governed by the law designated by the HSC. It should be added that require-
ments arising from a law orher than the one determined under the HSC cannot be 
imposed over and above that law on grounds of public policy (Article 11(3)). For 
example, a procedure for registering securities in a special register stipulated by a 
law other than the one designated by the HSC cannot be imposed on grounds of 
public policy. The HSC provides special rules to protect third-party rights in two 
situations where they are particularly vulnerable. The first situation occurs when 
the parties to an accoum agreement agree ro change the applicable law (section 
H(l)). The second cornes into playwhen insolvency proceedings have been opened 
against one of the participants in the indirect holding system (section H(2)). 

(1) Change of the applicahle law 

The issue of third-party rights on a change of applicable law arises if the par- 10.45 

ties ro the account agreement decide to change the law applicable to inrerests in 

21 Goode et al., Expianatory Report, 6-1. 
22 Goode et al., Expianatory Report, 6-2 and Int-37 to Int-40. 
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intermediated securities by making a choice of law. They may, for example, insert 
a choice of law clause into an account agreement that did not previously indude 
one. They rnay also inserr into an account agreement, which already contains a 

general choice of law clause, a special clause designating the law applicable to the 

issues specified in Article 2(1) HSC. They may also change the law designated in a 
pre-exisring clause. 

10.46 If the conditions forchoosinga lawas specified inArricle 4 HSC are satisfied,23 the 
new law designated by the parties to the accoun t agreement wil l apply retroactively, 

replacing ab initio the law that was previously applicable (Article 7(3)). The new 

law will thus govern all interests in the incermediated securities that were credited 
to the securities account both before and after the change of the applicable law. 
Therefore, the rights of third parties may be endangered if they are not informed of 

the change oflaw agreed upon by the parties to an account agreement. 24 

10.47 The risk of harm to third parties' rights in such situations is reduced by Article 
7(4), which provides chat interests acquired by third parties prior to the change of 

law are neither restricted nor set aside if the parties to an account agreement agree 
to change the applicable law. The old law remains applicable in principle to third 

parties for all issues in respect of (i) the existence of an interest in intermediated 
securities arising before the change of law, (ii) inrerests arising from a disposi

tion of securities that were perfected before the change of law, and (iii) priority 
as between parties whose inrerests arose before the change of law (Article 7(4) 

(a)-(c)). However, if an interest in an incermediated security chat arose before the 

change oflaw was not perfecred under the old applicable law, but was subseq uenrly 
perfected under the new applicable law, then the latter applies to issues of priority 
(Article 7(5)). 

10.48 Article 7(4) applies onlyto third parties who have not been informed of the change 

of applicable law agreed upon by the parties to an account agreement. The new 

applicable law is thus applicable to third parties who were informed of and con-:
sented to the change oflaw made by the parties to the account agreement (Article 

7(4) cum Article 7(3)). It is not necessary to afford any protection to the rights of an 
info rmed third party, inasmuch as it has itself the means necessary to prote et them. 

For example, if the collateral taker was informed of and consented to the change of 
law made by the parties to the account agreement, the newly chosen law applies to 

the collateral taker' s rights in rhe pledged securities. This new law applies in respect 

of rhe collareral taker, and does so retroactively, as soon as it has given its consent. 

This means that it must make its security interest effective in accordance with the 
requirements of the new law designated by the parties to the account agreement. 

23 Sees E. 
24 Guillaume, 'Electio juris', esp, 75-6; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myrhs', 34. 
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(2) Opening insolvency proceedings 

The issue of third-party rights where insolvency proceedings are opened against 10.49 
one of the participants in the indirect holding system (for example, an investor, 
an imermediary, a depository, or an issuing company) is a sensitive one. The open-
ing of insolvency proceedings makes it necessary to determine whether and to 

what extent the rights a creditor has acquired in intermediated securities before 
the proceedings commenced are maintained and may be enforced after they have 

opened.25 

The HSC provides that all rights acquired pursuam to the law that it designates 10.50 

must be recognized in the context of subsequent insolvency proceedings (Article 
8(1)). For example, if an imermediated security was credited to a securities account 

before the opening ofbankruptcy proceedings against the intermediary maintain-
ing the securities account, the rights of the account holder continue to be governed 

by the law designated by the HSC. Therefore, the place where the insolvency pro
ceedings have been opened does not affect the law applicable to the perfection of 

rights in the intermediated securities. 

However, the HSC has no e.ffect on 'the application of any substantive or proced- 10.51 

ural insolvency rules, induding any rules relating to a) the ranking of categories of 
daim or the avoidance of a disposition as a preference or a transfer in fraud of credi-

tors; or b) the enforcement of rights after the opening of an insolvency proceeding' 
(Article 8(2)). Only the insolvency law (ie, in principle, the law of the place where 

the bankruptcy proceedings have been opened) can determine the effects of rights 
in intermediated securities in the context of such proceedings. In the above exam-
ple, it is the insolvency law that determines, among other things, whether or not 

the rights of the account holder in the securities credited toits account have priority 

over the rights of other creditors of the bankrupt intermediary. 

I. Relationship between the Hague Securities 
Convention and the Geneva Securities Convention 

This section analyses the relationships between the HSC and the GSC. First, we 10.52 

describe the key idea-the fact that the sphere of application of the GSC is not 

determined by itself bur by the confücr of laws rules applicable in each State (the 
conflict of law rules of the forum) (section 1(1)). Second, we point out the main 

consequence of this idea, ie, the fact chat the HSC determines, at least in part, 
the application of the GSC, assuming that both instruments have corne into force 

25 For a detailed analysis of the consequenccs of the opening ofinsolvency proceedings in respect 
of the rights of third parties, see Guillaume, 'ELectio juris', 77-82. 
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(section 1(2)). Finally, we explain the consistency of the approaches adopted by 

these two instruments (section 1(3)). 

(1) Sphere of application of the Geneva Securities Convention 

10.53 The GSC deals with substantive law and not with private international law. 
However, even if this Convention were to be adopted by all States, since many 
aspects are still left to the 'non-Convention law', the confüct of laws rules would 

continue to play a very important role. 

10.54 The GSC does not lay clown any connecting factor that triggers its application, 
which is determined instead by the confüct oflaws ru les of the forum. This idea is 
stated in Article 2(a) GSC. 1he Convention applies whenever the applicable con

flict oflaws rules designate the law in force in a Conrracting State as the applicable 

Law. The reason for this approach is clear. Once the GSC has been ratified by a 
State, it becomes part of the substantive national Law of that Scare. Therefore, the 

rules of the GSC will apply insofar as the substantive law of that State is the applic

able law under the conflict of laws rules of the forum. 26 

10.55 As a consequence, even if the forum is a Contracting State to the GSC, this text 
does not apply when its conflict of laws rules point to the law of a non-Contracting 

State as the applicable law on an issue. And vice versa: even if the forum is a non
Contracting State, the GSC will apply (as part of the lex causae) if the con.flict of 

laws rules of that State point to the law of a Contracting State as the applicable law. 27 

10.56 Together withArticle 2 GSC, Article 3 clarifies the effect of conflict oflaws rules 

on dedarations. Since the dedarations established by the GSC are related to its 
substantive rules, mainly allowing Contracting States to opt into or out of the uni

form rules, the application of such dedarations is also determined by the conflict 

oflaws rules of the forum. 

(2) Interaction between the Hague Securities Convention and the 
Geneva Securities Convention 

10.57 The HSC and the GSC are texts of a dîfferent nature. The former is a conflict of 

laws instrument and the latter a material-law instrument. Application of the GSC 

is, therefore, determined by the HSC. 

10.58 However, the substantive scope of application of the HSC is not exactly the same as 
the substantive scope of the GSC. Article 2(1)(a)-(g) HSC contains an exhaustive 

list of ail the issues falling within the scope of the HSC, which is narrower than the 

scope of the GSC. 28 The HSC applies to righcs chat relate to either the securities 

26 Kandaet al., Official Commentary, 2-6. 
27 Kanda et al., Official Commentary, 2-7 and 2-9. 
28 See paras 10.15-18. 
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chemselves and result from a credit of securities to a securities account, or the dis
position of securities held with an intermediary. Although the concept is avoided, 
the HSC applies mainly to 'proprietary' issues. However, purely contractual or per
sonal rights chat arise solely from the contraccual relationship between the account 
holder and its intermediary or the parties co a disposition inter se are not included 
within the scope of the HSC (Article 2(3)(a)).29 

Assuming the HSC were in force in a Concracting Stace, all the issues mentioned 10.59 

in Article 2(1)(a)-(g) would be governed by the applicable law determined under 
Article 4 or one of the fall-back rules provided in Article 5. Furthermore, it is 
important to note chat the same Law applies to all of the Article 2(1) issues. It is not 
possible, therefore, for some of chese issues to be governed by one law while others 

are governed by a different one. 30 

Conversely, the GSC contains rules of a very diffetent nature. Rules on: (i) the 10.60 

effectiveness against the intermediary and third parties of the account holder's 
rights over the securities (for ex.ample, Articles 9, 11, and 12); (ii) the effectiveness 
against the insolvency adminisrrator (for example, Articles 14 and 21); (iii) the 
contractual relationships between the intermediary and its accounc holder (for 
example, Article 1 O); (iv) or even the exercise of certain rights against the issuer 
(for example, Article 29). There is no single, all-encompassing conflict oflaws rule 
applicable to all these issues. From a conflict of laws perspective, each of these 
issues has to be filed in one of the legal categories used by the conflict oflaws rules 
of the forum to determi ne the applicable law and, accordingly, whether the GSC 

applies.31 

Having said chat, the interaction between the HSC and the GSC is easy to under- 10.61 

stand. Within its substantive scope of application, ie, with regard to Article 
2(1) HSC issues,32 the HSC determines the applicable law. If the law is that of a 
Contracting State to the GSC, this instrument will govern ail substantive issues 
included within chat substantive scope. As an example, let us assume that State 
A has ratified the HSC and, according to this instrument, State B's law is applic-
able. All issues included in Article 2(1) HSC are therefore governed by the law of 
Stace B. If State B is a party to the GSC, then the GSC will apply co those issues 
(or, where appropriate, rhe 'non-Convention law' as defined in Article 1 (m) GSC). 
Note that because the HSC has a universal scope of application (Article 9), the 
question of whether State B is a party to the HSC is not relevant. 

The law applicable to other issues chat are outside the substantive scope of the HSC 10.62 

but may fall within the scope of the GSC is determined by che corresponding 

29 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 2-4. See also para 10.20. 
3° Kanda et al., Official Commentary, 4-10. See also para 10.29. 
31 See, with further details, Garcimardn, 'The Geneva C onvention'.. 
32 See para 10.16. 
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conBict oflaws rules of the forum. For example, the law applicable to the contrac
tual obligations of the intermediary vis-à-vis its account holder is determined by 
the confüct oflaw rules on contractual obligations; in the EU; this is the Rome I 
Regulation. If the applicable law is that of a Contraccing State co the GSC, the 
GSC's provisions on contractual obligations will apply, for example, Article 10. 

(3) Consistency of the two instruments: the 'tier-by-tier 
approach' as the building block 

10.63 As a substantive-law instrument, the GSC is neutral from a conflict oflaws per
spective. The GSC does not determine the conflict of laws rule chat a forum has to 
adopt and neicher, for the same reason, does it determine whether or not renvoi is 
acceptable.33 Nonetheless, the approach adopted by the GSC fits better with the 
conflict of laws approach of the HSC chan with others, and vice versa: the con
flict of laws approach followed by the HSC füs better with the substantive rules 
designed by the GSC. 34 

10.64 The GSC follows a 'tier-by-tier approach'. Ir <livides the holding chain into tiers and 
looks at each link in that chain: for each account holder there is one, and only one, 
relevant intermediary. The building block of the GSC is each relationship between 
an account holder and its relevant (or immediate) intermediary. This concept of 
'relevant intermediary' refers to the intermediary that keeps a particular securities 
account for a particular account holder, enabling that intermediary to be distin
guished from any ocher intermediary in the holding chain. This lets the GSC focus 
on each der individually and as independently as possible from what happens in 
other tiers of the same holding chain. 35 

10.65 This substantive approach works well with a confüct oflaws approach whereby the 
applicable law is determined separately for each tier in the chain ofintermediaries, 
as in the HSC. 36 Both the HSC rule and the EU rule determine the applicable law 
separately for each tier in the holding chain, ie, for each relationship between an 
account holder and its relevant intermediary. 37 There may only be one applicable 
law for each tier and, therefore, in a multi-tier structure there may be two or more 
layers oflaws. This perfecdy suits a substantive law œgime that establishes the rules 

33 Kanda et al., Official Commentary, 2-8. 
34 Chun, Cross-border Tramactions, 422-3; Einsele, 'Das Haager Übereinkommen', 2354; 

Einsele, 'Modernising', 254-61; Einsele, 'Security lncerests', 361-2; Garcimartîn, 'The Geneva , 
Convention', 754-5; Rogner, 'lnconsistendes', 104-5; Thévenoz, 'Intermediated SecuriÎ:ies', 
419-20. 

35 Thévenoz, 'Intermediated Securiries', 420; see also Kanda et al., Official Commentary, 1-44, 
36 Sec para 10.24. 
37 1hévenoz, 'Intermediated Securîties', 420: 'While they differ in respect of a subjective, 

choice-oriented test as opposed to an objective, location-oriented-test, the two rules converge in 
relying on the accoum to which the securities are credited and on the relevant intermediary who 
maincains that account'. See also para l O. 72. 
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governing each relationship. As a result, a confüct of laws approach based on the 

relevant incermediary (ie, a 'tier-by-tier approach') rule sits easily with the GSC 
substantive regime. Conversely, a tier-by-tier approach is more difficult to reconcile 

with a substantive law regime based on the idea that che ultimate account holder 

has a direct ownership or co-ownership right over the underlying securities. This is 
one of the issues discussed comprehensively in section J. 

J. Prohlems of the Hague Securities 
Convention: the European Debate 

The purpose of this final section is to analyse the main problems raised by the HSC 10.66 
from a EU perspective. Section J(l) describes the status quaestionis, while section 

J(2) covers the debate on the merits of the HSC solutions. In addition, we examine 

ways to move forward (section J(3)). 

(1) Status quaestionis 

Three EU legal acts lay down a rule to determine the law applicable to rights in 10.67 
intermediated securities. These rules on the European acquis are worded slighdy 

differently but are based on the same formula: the law is chat of the Member Stace 

(or in some cases third State) in which the securities account that records the exist-

ence of those rights is locaced (held, maintained, or recorded). The relevant provi-

sions are the following. 

Article 9(2) of the EU Setdemenc Finality Directive (SFD): 10.68 

Where securities (including rights in securities) are provided as collateral security 
to participants and/or central banks of the Member States or the future European 
central bank as described in paragraph 1, and their right (or that of any nominee, 
agent or third party acting on their behalf) with respect to the securities is legally 
recorded on a register, account or centralised deposit system located in a Member 
State, the determination of the rights of such entities as holders of collateral security 
in relation to those securities shall be governed by the law of that Member State. 

Article 24 of the Banks Insolvency Directive (BID): 

Lex rei sitae 
The enforcement of proprietary rights in instruments or other rights in such instru
ments the existence or transfer of which presupposes cheir recording in a register, 
an account or a centralised deposit system held or located in a Member State shall 
be governed by the law of the Member State where the register, account or central
ised deposit system in whkh those rights are recorded is held or located. 

Article 9(1) of the Finandal Collateral Directive (FCD): 

Any question with respect to any of the matters specified in paragraph 2 arising 
in relation to book entry securities collateral shall be governed by the law of the 
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country in which the rèlevant account is maintained. The reference ta the law of 
a country is a reference to its domestic law, disregarding any rule under which, 
in deciding the relevant question, reference should be made ro the law of another 

country. 

10.71 Both the conflict oflaws rule adopted by the HSC and the regime that is currendy 
applied in the European Union have a common starting point, but differ in the 

formulation of the connecting factor. 

10.72 Bath may be deemed sub-species of the PRIMA rule, since they are not based 
on the look-through approach but on the general principle that the immediate 
intermediary should in some way be the focus of the a.ccount holder's rights. As 
explained above, both converge on a 'tier-by-tier approach'. 38 In fact, they are likely 

to pro duce identical results in most situations. 39 

10.73 The HSC, however, is based on the law chosen in the account agreement between 
the account holder and the relevant imermediary, provided the 'qualifying office 
test' is met. 40 The PRIMA rule is based on an objective conneccing factor: the loca
tion of the relevant account. The applicable law should be the law of the place where 
the record of tide is maintained and where, therefore, orders in respect of the prop
erty can be effectively enforced.41 Ceteris paribus, the main advantage of the HSC 
rule is that it offers a clear, easily ascertainable solution to those situations where 
the imermediary has different branches involved in the maintenance of securities 

accounts; with computer records it is not always dearwhere a securities account is 
located.42 The choice oflaw eliminates this uncertainty. 

10.74 lt should also be noted that the scope of application of the HSC and the EU rules 
is very different. The HSC has a much broader scope: it provides a comprehensive 
treatment of all conflict of laws issues in respect of rights in intermediated secur
ities that are of practical importance.43 Conversely, the EU rules are mainly limited 
to situations where securities are used as collateral. In addition, the HSC attempts 
to offer an exhaustive private international l~w regime for intermediated securities, 

while the EU rules do not. 

10.75 In December 2003, the EU Commission proposed that the Community sign the 
HSC. 44 This proposa! provoked a wide-ranging debate about the merits of adopting the 
HSC. In July 2006, the EU Commission presenred a working document on the con
sequences for the EU of adopting the HSC and explicitly conduded that the 'adoption 

38 See paras 10.63-5. 
39 Thévenoz, 'Geneva Securities Convention', 11. 
40 See s E. 
41 See EC, Refl.ection Paper DG MARKT, 2, quodng materials produced early in the negoti~ 

ation process lcading to the HSC. 
42 See para l 0.10. 
43 See para 10.16. 
44 EC, Signing the Hague Convention. 
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of the Convention would be in the best interests of the Community'. 45 In this docu-
ment, the Commission also suggested that the SFD, BID, and FCD would need to be 
changed and an amendment made to the SFD to ensure that only one law should be 
expressly chosen by all participants in an EU securities settlemem and payment system. 

However, in December 2006 the European Padiament adopted a resolution on the 10.76 

implication of signing the HSC. 46 The Parliament pointed out some of the draw-

backs assodated with the solutions of the HSC, and called for a comprehensive 
impact study on such drawbacks before it was signed on behalf of the EU. Three 

years larer, in 2009, the Commission withdrew its proposai to sign the HSC.47 

The EU Commission is currendy working on a proposal on securities law legisla- 10.77 

tion. It is considering the following options: (i) induding a con füct of laws rule for 
intermediated securities retaining the location of the account criterion but darifying 

its application when multiple branches are concerned ('Where an account provider 
has branches located in jurisdictions different from the head offices' jurisdiction, the 

account is maintained by the branch which handles the relationship with the account 
holder in relation to the securities account, otherwise by the head office');48 (ii) and/or 

opting for the ratification of the HSC; or (iii) introducing a new approach.49 

(2) Substantive debate 

The European Parliament Resolution of December 2006 and the Opinion of the 10.78 

European Central Bank ofMarch 200550 summarize the main concerns raised by 
the HSC in Europe. These concerns revolve around four aspects: (a) protection of 
third party rights, (b) interaction with substantive laws, (c) interaction with public 

law, and (d) the diversity oflaws within a single securities settlement system (SSS). 

(a) Protection of third party rights 

The HSC determines the impact of the applicable law on third parties' rights. 51 In 10.79 
this regard, it has been argued that the choice oflaw made by an account holder and 

its intermediary would disadvantage third parties either because they (i) would not 

45 EC, Lega!Assessment HSC. 
46 OJ 2006 C317/904 (hereafter, 'European Parliament Resolution'). 
47 OJ 2009 C71/17, 
48 EC, Second Consultation: Legislation on Securities, Principle 14. Article 46 of the proposed EU 

CSD Regulation (pCSDR) sets out a conflict of laws mie which is also based on the place where 
the account is maintained, with two additional clarifications: (i) where the account is used for set~ 
tlement in a securides settlement system (SSS), the applicable Jaw shall be the one governing rhat 
SSS; (ii) where the account is not used for settlement in an SSS, that account shall be prcsumed to 
be maintained at the place where the CSD has its habitua! residence as detcrmined hy Art 19 of 
Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 of the European Parliament and the Coundl. 

49 See paras 10.98-101. 
50 ECB, 'Opinion'. 
51 Sees H. 
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know about it (problem of transparency), or (ii) would find it detrimenta1 to their 
interests (problem of abuse). 

10.80 (i) Transparency Ir has been said that when the applicable law is chosen within 
the agreement between an accoum holder and its intermediary, it is not easy for 
third parties to discover that law: the account agreement is not a public docu
ment. This can be contrasted with the current situation in which the law can 
often be ascertained from objective facts, ie, the location of the relevant securities 
account, that do not require furcher enquiry. 52 

10.81 This argument, however, is not convincing. On the one hand, with regard to third 
parties seeking to gain an interest in securities by agreement, for example, poten
tial collateral takers, they already need to obtain information about the existence 
of a securities account and its location. Under the HSC, these tlürd parties will 
also want to know the law chosen by the account holder and the intermediary. As 
the cooperation of the account holder and its intermediary is always necessary, 
the need to obtain this additional information will not constitute a significant 
change. 53 ln general, third parties who want to acquire a proprietary right over the 
securities will always obtain information about which law governs such securities, 
whether under the current EU PRIMA rule or the HSC rule. 

10.82 Other rhird parties may have had no prior dealings with the account holder as 
such, for example, ordinary public or private creditors seeking to attach securi
ties to enforce a debt. ln order to attach securities, a creditor, or the competent 
authority, generally needs to establish the existence of a securities holding and the 
jurisdiction to which it is subject. Under the current EU PRIMA rule, that creditor 
needs to know where the securities account of its debtor is located. The HSC will 
not signifi.candy alter this. The key issue is chat establishing the location of a secu
rities account normally requires the cooperation of the account holder and/or the 
intermediary (or intermediaries). ln fact, in order to enforce the attachment, the 
competent authority will normally approach the intermediary to provide certain 
information and black the account. Therefore, the need to obtain a single piece of 
additional information, ie, the law chosen, would not materially compromise an 
attaching creditor's current position. 54 

52 EC, Legal Assessment HSC. 11; ECB, 'Opinion', 15; Ooi, 'Critical Reading', 471; Ooi, 
'Intermediated Securities', 226; Rogner, 'Inconsistencies', 104. 

53 EC, LegalAssessment HSC, 12; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myrhs', 34. 
54 EC, Legal Assessment HSC, 12; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 34. Thete may be cases, 

nevertheless, where an objecrive connecting factor, such as a diagnostic number (similar to the 
International Bank Account Number), may makc things easier for third parties in general and 
for potendal attaching creditors and local authorities in particular. Thus, for example, if the juris
dictional rules rernain based on the location of the account, under the HSC the number of cases 
in which the local authorities should have to apply a Foreign law may increase ceteris paribus: see 
ECB, 'Opinion', 14. But rhis is a common scenario in cross-border situation and has to be balane cd 
against the advanrage of a global, standardized solution; see EC, LegalAssessrnent HSC, 13. 
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(ii) Abuse lt has also been alleged that the possibility of choosing the applic- 10.83 

able law may be used by intermediaries to select a law more favourable to rhem 
rhan to account holders or by both parties vis-à-vis secured creditors. 55 

It is true that the HSC may facilitate 'law shopping strategies': in principle, it would 10.84 

appear to be easier to include a choice oflaw in the account agreement than to reg-
ister or maintain the account in a particular place. 56 The situation under the HSC, 
however, is not very di:fferent from the current EU PRIMA rule. Under this rule, 
nothing prevents a domestic account holder from opening a securities account in a 
foreign jurisdiction with a local intermediary. There is no prohibition on locating 
accounts abroad. Parties already have the freedom, at least from a privare inter
national law standpoint, to choose where their securities accoums are held or main-
tained. By the same token, nothing prevents an intermediary from locating its 

clients' accounts in a particular office. 57 

Finally, the idea that secured creditors may be disadvantaged by any subse- 10.85 

quent changes to the choice of applicable law made without their consent is also 
unfuunded. The pre-acquired rights of secured creditors are preserved py Article 7 
HSC, the effect of which is chat rights created under the applicable law may not be 
restricted or swept aside when chat law changes by agreement of the parties. Their 
agreement to change the Convention law may not be imposed on a third party that 

had acted in reliance on the first account agreement. 58 

(b) Interaction with substantive law 

The HSC is a pure confüct oflaws Convention and does not affect or give rise to 10.86 

substantive law applicable to intermediated securities. 59 lt is neutral on issues such 
as the nature of an account holder's rights or the requirements for creating or dis-
posing of such rights. Nevertheless, as pointed out above, it has been argued that 
the solutions of the HSC correspond becter to certain legal systems and, therefore, 
may indirect/y affect the substantive law rules. These indirect e:ffects have been 
considered in two areas: company law and securities law. 

The first issue is whether the Convention would jeopardize existing rules applying 10.87 

to companies. If the law governing corporate actions, such as the exerdse of voting 
rights or payment of income, differs from the law chosen by the account holder 
and its intermediary, this will cause difficulties. By way of example, it has been 
suggested that an issuer will be prevented from knowing who the ultimate investor 
is, or rhar a situation could arise where, in order to determine who is entitled to 
exercise the rights arising from securities, an issuer would need to require each 

55 European Parliament Resolution, 8. 
56 See para 10.35. 
57 Porok, 'Hague Securities Convention', 219; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 34. 
58 See para 10.47. 
59 Goode et al., Explanatory Repart, 2-1. 
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claimant to provide proof of entitlement, including the relevant account agree
ment. This would involve additional complications and expense. 60 

10.88 However, the Convention expressly provides chat it does not determine the law 
applicable co the rights and duties of an issuer of securities, wherher in relation to 

the holder of securities or any other person (Article 2(3) (c) HSC). 61 This exclusion 
encompasses the duties of the issuer with respect to ail corporate actions, including 
voting rights and income. These rnatters would continue to be subject to the applic
able corporate law, and would not be affected by the ratification of the HSC. 62 

On the other hand, the difficulties of identifying the persan entitled to exercise 
corporate rights derive from the very nature of intermediated holding systems. 
The preamble to the EU Shareholders' Rights Directive States: 'Where financial 
intermediaries are involved, the effectiveness of voting upon instructions relies, to 
a great extent, on the efficiency of the chai n of intermediaries, given chat investors 
are frequently unable to exercise the voting rights attached to their shares without 
the cooperation of every intermediary in the chain, who rnay not have an econoinic 
stake in the shares'. The complexity is inherent in the chain of interrnediaries. The 
problem, therefore, is basically the same, regardless of whether the applicable law to 
the interrnediated securities follows the HSC rule or the current EU PRINIA rule. 

10.89 With regard to securities law, the argument has more weight but the conclusion 
is very similar. The HSC fits well with substantive laws based on a trust mech
anism or on the creation of a new entitlement for each account holder vis-à-vis its 
intermediary. Conversely, it does not fit as well with substantive laws based on a 
direct proprietary right of the final investor-either an individual right or a pro 
rata collective right-over the securities deposited or registered at the issuer central 
securities depository (CSD). The same, ir has been argued, holds with regard to 
transparent systems, where the names of the ultimate account holders are regis
tered in individual segregated accounts at the level of the issuer CSD, and not at 

the level of their custodian only. 

10.90 The reason can be surnmarized as follows.63 The HSC is based on a tier-by-tier 
approach. The applicable law is determined separately for each tier in accordance 
with the choice of law made between the corresponding account holder and its 
intermediary. 64 This law determines the nature and effects of the rights of the 
account holder against its intermediary and third parties. Naturally, the nature of 
these rights may be different in each of chose tiers. Along the chain of intermediar
ies, there is no, one, single overarching law, just different layers of laws. This frag
mentation at the conflict of laws level, however, does not fit well with chose legal 

60 EC, Lega!Auessment HSC, 13. 
61 See para l0.21. 
62 EC, LegalAssessment HSC, 14; Goode et al., Explanato1'y Report, 2-34. 
63 Seen 35. 
64 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 2-26; Ooi, 'Intermediated Securities', 237. 
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systems which, at the substantive law level, recognize a direct, individual, or collec
tive ownership right of the (ultimate) investors over the original securities. Suppose 
that the issuer CSD is located in a jurisdiction that recognizes an investor's right 
to a direct pro rata ownership of the securities. However, the investor's securities 
are held through a custodian in another jurisdiction where law attributes to the 
account holder a bundle of rights only against its intermediary chat may crystallize 
in a 'security entidement' in an insolvency. These two systems are hard to recon
cile. At least conceptually, it is difficult to understand how the invescor may have 
a direct ownership right over the securities registered at the issuer CSD and, at the 
same cime, have a 'security entidement' enforceable only against irs intermediary. 

To a certain extent, a similar problem arises in a dynamic situation. The HSC fits 10.91 

well with legal systems where a transfer of intermediated securities implies that 
the transferor's rights are discharged and the transferee's rights are newly created. 
Conversely, it does not fit as well with legal systems where rights in rem over the 
securities are directly transferred and, therefore, what is acquired by the transferee 
derives direcdy from the transferor. The transferee acquires what the transferor 
loses, ie, under these substantive law systems, the rights in rem acquired by the 
transferee are the same as those lost by the transferor. 65 However, if each part of 
rhe transaction is governed by different laws, as may be the case under the HSC, 
the acquisition by the transferee can, and should, be analysed independently from 
the question of whether the transferor has lost its rights. The acquisition side and 
disposition side of the transaction may be governed by different laws and therefore 
analysed independently. As in the starie example, this may lead to conceptually 
conflicting results, for example, the so-called 'double interest' situation. 66 

Nevenheless, this is nota problem arising specifically from the HSC. It is again an 10.92 
issue linked ta the PRIMA rule. 67 This rule, wherher the HSC or current EU ver-
sion, creates different layers of laws. If the chain of intermediaries crosses different 
jurisdictions, different laws will apply, one to each intermediary. This means that 
problems of cross-border compatibilities may always arise, like those mentioned 
above. That is why the HSC calls for a Convention on substantive law ensuring the 
compatibility between the conflict and the material law levels.68 

Finally, wich regard to transparent systems, the solution offered by the HSC seems 10.93 

appropriate. According to Article 1(3)(b) HSC mere account operators are not 

65 Einsele, 'Modernising', 255. 
66 EC, Legal Assessment HSC, 10; Einsele, 'Modernising', 255; Garcimardn, 'Disposition 

and Acquisition', 749-50; Rogner, 'Inconsistencics', 104; Ooi, 'Critical Reading', 484-7; Ooi, 
'Imermediated Securities', 227. Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 4-43 to 4-51 deal with this prob
lem, but only from a conflict oflaws perspective. 

67 Chun, Cross-border Transactions, 416-17; Goode er al., Explanatory Report, 4-49; Haentjens, 
Harmonisation, 233, 290; Morton, 'Security lnterests', 370-1. 

68 Inter alia, Einsele, 'Modernisîng', 2 5 6; Thévenoz, 'Intermedîated Securities', 4 26-30. 
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considered intermediaries. If a financial institution opens a securities account with 
a third party in the name of the cusrnmer, the financial institution itself, even if it 
keeps a parallel record of the customer's holding, will not be considered an inter
mediary under the HSC. 69 If the investor has an individually segregated securities 
account under its name at the level of the issuer CSD, this will be the relevant 
account from a conflict of laws standpoint. This avoids problems of substantive 
incompatibilities, since the rights of the investor in the securities are governed by 
one single law, not by different layers of laws. Therefore, if rhe intention is to give 
final investors the option to open individually segregated accounts at the issuer 
CSD level, Article 1(3)(b) HSC may also provide an adequate solution. 

(c) Interaction with public law 

10.94 lt has been argued that the HSC may interfere with the enforcement of public 
laws. ln particular, concern has been raised of a possible risk of confüct between 
the HSC and reporting duties imposed on EU intermediaries in the areas of money 
laundering and market abuse, and laws preserving the confidentialicy of client's 
affairs arising under a chosen non-EU law, especially when those duties are based 
on the location of the account. 7° It has also been said that the autonomy of the par
ties may be used to disempower supervisory authorities. The promotion of party 
autonomy under the HSC may in terfere, directly or indirectly, with the application 
of public laws based on the location of the account. 71 

10.95 However, the HSC deals only with private law issues (Article 2). Regulatory meas
ures are excluded and the HSC therefore affects the scope of neither the application 
of public laws nor the powers of national authorities. 72 Normally, these laws are 
based on persona! and/or territorial rules, which use objective connecting factors 
to determine their scope of application, independent of private agreements. The 
choice of law of a non-EU State will therefore have no impact on the transaction 
reporting or tax obligations imposed on an intermediary, account holder, or any 
other person concerned with securities held in the relevant securities accoum. 73 For 
the same reason, the HSC has no effect on supervisory authorities' powers: it limits 
neither the substantive scope nor the geographical reach of the power of a super
visory authority. 74 Furthermore, the exception for mandatory rules of public policy 
in the HSC makes it dear that transaction reporting obligations and similar public 
law based obligations would not be affected in any event (Article 11). 

69 Goode et al., Explanatory Report, 1-35. 
70 EC, LegalAssessment HSC, 15; ECB, 'Opinion', 16 
71 ECB, 'Opinion', 16. 
72 See para 10.22. 
73 EC, LegalAssessment HSC, 15; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 31. 
74 Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 31. 
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(d) Diversity of laws in securities settlement systems 

le has also been argued that the HSC would jeopardize the stability of SSSs. Since 10.96 

the HSC allows the choice of law, an SSS and its members could use a variety of 
laws. Different laws may be applicable to different participants which do not coïn-
cide with the law governing the system, and this could descroy the commonality 
needed for settlement operations within the system. 75 

The argument is theoretically correct, but not realistic. The system operator and 10.97 

ail participants have a shared interest in a smoothly operating system. This makes 
it highly unlikely chat any system operator would agree to differenc laws among 
its members. 76 Furthermore, regulatory or supervisory auchorities also have the 
power, if necessary, to compel system operacors to ensure chat no unacceptable 
legal or systemic risk can arise from the application of diverse laws. Those author-
ities may, for example, require that all participants in a national system choose the 
same law.77 

(3) The way forward 

lt is noc easy to predict the future, but it is possible to describe the different alterna- 10.98 

cives and to weigh up each of them, taking into account cheir main advantages and 
drawbacks. 

The simplest option is chat the EU ratifies the HSC, an option initially favoured 10.99 

by the European Commission.78 It would solve the main difficulties associated 
with the location of the relevant account when different branches are concerned 
and, therefore, bring more certaincy as to which law applies. If need be, the prob-
lem of a diversity of laws in EU securities settlement and payment systems could 
be resolved by amending the definition of 'system' or by imposing an obligation 
on all participants to choose the same law. Naturally, this would also call for the 
amendment of EU directives so as to remove the location of the account formula 
as a connecting factor. At this stage, however, this option seems remote since there 
does not appear to be suffi.dent support for the ratification of the HSC, either in 

the Council or the European Parliament or the ECB.79 

The other option is to keep che current EU PRIMA rule, extending it to all uses of 10.100 

securities and refining its application to ensure that it is implemented in the same 
way in all EU Member States. ln addition, other solutions could be explored to put 

75 EC, LegaiAssessment HSC, 17; European Parliament Resolution, 14; Ooi, 'Critical Reading', 
471; Ooi, 'Intermediated Securities', 233. 

76 EC, Legal Assessment HSC, 18; Rank, W., Assessment: Does the Hague Securities Convention 
Offer Greater Certainty in International Securities Transactions? (on file wich the authors), 18. 

77 EC, LegaiAssessment HSC, 18; Sigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 32. 
78 EC, Lega!Assessment HSC, 23. 
79 1he situation is che same as reflected in 2007 by EC, Reflection Paper DG MARKT, 4, 
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the location of an account beyond doubt, different from the choice of law. 80 The 
main problem is that this option would not provide an international solution, so 
uncertainty as to the applicable law would persist in the case of proprietary issues 
concerning non-EU Scares. While EU law may be able to provide certainty as to 

which law applies when all aspects of a dealing in securities are located within 
the EU, it would still be unclear which law applies in a case where any aspects are 

related to States outside the EU, at least with regard to States that do not apply the 
location of the acco unt criteria. 81 

10.101 A third option would be to amend the HSC and panially re-establish the original 
drafts based on the location of the account as a main connecting facror. 82 This, 

however, would require the consensus of many States, including The Hague 
Conference itself If the reasoning for departing from that original approach were 

the difficulties in identifying the location of the relevant account in modern global 
trading, it is not easy ta imagine what new arguments could be made to rebut that 

reasoning. 

10.102 Finally, if the EU is not willing to change its views, a fourth option would be to have 
a 'dual-system approach' worldwide~one based on the location of the account 

(current EU PRIMA rule with additional clarifications) and another based on the 
choice oflaw by the parties (HSC rule). The application of either approach would be 

determined by each intermediary. If the securities are held with an EU inrermediary, 
the first system applies. If the securities are held with a non-EU intermediary, the 

second system applies. In fact, this is currently the (de facto) status quo. It is not 
clear whether the current version of the HSC allows for this option, ie, whether the 

EU could ratify the HSC but excluding the choice oflaw for EU intermediaries. 83 

If this dual-system approach were acceptable, the ambiguity could be resolved by 
a minor amendment to the current text of the HSC (or by other mechanisms such 

as a declaration by the Secretary General of The Hague Conference or a Special 

Commission). 

8° For example, adopting a securities account code which includes a reference to a State; see EC, 
Reflection Paper DG MARKT, 5. 

81 EC, LegaLAssessment HSC, 22. 
82 See para 10.10. 
83 For some authors, the answer is clearly positive. SeeSigman and Bernasconi, 'Myths', 31, who 

argue that the HSC does not prevent Concracting States from prohibiting intermediaries 'from 
choosing any governing law'. Iris, neverthdess, at least doubtful whether such a radical and absolute 
prohibition would not contravene the 'ejfect utile' of the Convention. 
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